INTRODUCTION
The dynamic software birthmark methods are the methods to detect the stolen programs based on the runtime behavior of the target programs. For this, the dynamic birthmark methods extract the characteristics of programs themselves by running the target programs. Then, the extracted characteristics are compared and calculated the similarities between two characteristics. If the similarity is greater than the given threshold, either of programs is suspected the stolen program from the other. Based on the process, many researchers proposed various dynamic software birthmark methods focused on different aspect of the runtime behaviors. However, the problem is that above detection procedure consumes much time cost. The main cause is the extraction requires the suitable inputs, and the cost for preparing inputs is quite high. Because, the preparation of inputs need the understanding the target programs, and the dynamic birthmarks generally require several inputs for reliable results.
If script kiddies try to steal the programs, they simply copy the programs, and conceal the source codes. However, it is a quite tough task to detect them. First, quite a huge number of programs are released in the whole world. Second, we cannot use the source code for detection, and the binaries are sensitively changed by the compile options. Therefore, the software birthmarks are applied, however, the dynamic software birthmarks need the knowledge to apply them described above. Hence, this paper tries to reduce the required knowledge to apply the dynamic software birthmarks for detecting software theft. For this, we eliminate on the understanding cost for extracting the dynamic software birthmarks, by using the unit test codes. Generally, the unit test codes are aims to find the bugs of the programs, they give the inputs to the target programs. We focus on the inputs in the unit test codes for extracting the dynamic software birthmarks. That is, the proposed method can extract the dynamic software birthmarks without any understanding of the target programs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the general definition about the birthmarks. Section 3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 shows the experimental evaluations and their results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
PRELIMINARY

Definition of the Birthmarks
Before describing the proposed method, we explain the definition of software birthmarks. The software birthmarks are defined by Tamada et al. [1, 2] . Based on the definition, the dynamic birthmarks are defined as follows by Myles et al. [3] and Tamada et al. [4] . 
Condition 2: If q is a copy of p, then B(p, I) = B(q, I).
Condition 1 indicates that a birthmark is an information extracted by running p and is not additional information. In other words, birthmark does not require additional information likes software watermarks. Condition 2 means that the same birthmark can be obtained from a copied program. If birthmarks B(p, I) and B(q, I) are different, it means that q is not a copy of p. However, even if the same program, the birthmarks may vary depending on the inputs (B (p, I) ≠ B (p, J)).
Two properties known as resilience and credibility should also ideally be satisfied. Resilience property indicates a resistance of birthmark to various types of attacks. Credibility property indicates that programs created completely independently can be differentiated even if their specifications are the same. The birthmarks that completely satisfy both these properties are difficult to create. Therefore, in practice, the strength of the birthmark must be set appropriately at the discretion of the user. Also, by Condition 1, birthmark information can be constructed without providing special information for the program.
The different kinds of dynamic birthmarks were proposed by various researchers. Each birthmark focuses on different runtime behaviors of the program. For example, the dynamic birthmarks based on execution path [3] , API calls [4] , runtime heaps [5] , and etc. were proposed.
Similarities of the Birthmarks
The previous birthmark methods calculate similarities between two extracted birthmarks. The typical range of similarities is [0, 1] by the conventional papers. 0 means two programs are completely different, and 1 means the one program is strongly suspected a copy of the other. Then, the similarity between B(p, I) and B(q, I) is denoted by sim(B (p, I), B(q, I)). Also, the threshold e is introduced to decide the copy or not. We classify the score from sim into three groups to clarify the result from similarity, shows in the following equation [6] . If the similarity value is greater than e, p and q have a copy relation, and if the similarity value is less than 1 -e, p and q are not a copy relation. In other cases, the birthmark method cannot conclude relation of two programs. The typical value of e is 0.75 in the conventional papers [7] .
3. THE PROPOSED METHOD 3.1. Motivation Figure 1 depicts the typical scenario of the dynamic birthmarks. At first, we prepare two programs for comparing by the dynamic birthmarks, and the inputs for them. One program is a plaintiff program, and the other is a defendant program. The inputs are quite important since the different input generates different birthmarks. Next, the dynamic birthmarks are extracted from two programs by running them with the prepared inputs (extraction phase). Finally, two extracted dynamic birthmarks are compared, and calculated similarity (comparison phase). The above procedures are called the birthmarking process.
The scenario is shared as the implied knowledge of the conventional papers. However, the conventional scenario involves the important issue. The issue is the time for the performing the scenario. The background of the issue is that the birthmark methods are to detect the program theft, not to prove. To detect the theft should examine the huge number of targets. Therefore, it is a quite serious issue that time is consumed for extracting a birthmark and comparing a pair of birthmarks. Because many birthmarks are extracted and the many pairs of birthmarks should be compared. For this, the goal of this paper is to reduce the total time of the birthmarking in focusing on the extraction phase.
The static birthmarks can be extracted easily since it requires only program itself. Therefore, reducing total time methods focus on comparing phase [8] [9] [10] . On the other hand, the dynamic birthmarks require the inputs for extracting them, and the extraction phase is conducted just before comparison. Therefore, automatically conducting the extraction phase contributes to reducing the total time. The time-consuming steps in the extracting phase are as follows. The one is to prepare the inputs for the programs since the inputs are prepared by the developers by fitting to the programs. The other one is to extract the dynamic birthmarks since to run the program consumes the time. For automatic extraction, this paper focuses on unit test codes on the projects as suitable inputs.
Extracting the Dynamic Birthmarks using the Unit Tests
The unit tests aim to find the bugs by running the target programs. The unit test codes generally give the concrete inputs to the methods of the target programs and examine the return values. Ideally, all methods of the target programs are tested by executing the unit test codes. Therefore, we can use the unit test codes as suitable inputs for extracting dynamic birthmarks.
On the other hand, the coverage is a metric for sufficiency evaluation of the unit tests, should be high as possible. The metric can be used as the indicators of the inputs' diversities for the dynamic birthmark extraction.
In the conventional scenario, an evaluation by the birthmarks is conducted among a few plaintiff programs and a lot of defendant programs. Because the software theft is happened in anywhere and identity guaranteed the programs are hard to find. However, Open Source Software (OSS) is spread over the world, today. We can use OSS as the plaintiff programs. Therefore, the scenario in the paper is that we conduct the evaluation among a lot of plaintiff programs and a few defendant programs. Figure 2 shows the overview of the proposed method. In the proposed method, we use OSS projects as a lot of plaintiff projects. Then, the dynamic birthmarks are extracted beforehand and store them into some databases. In the comparing phase, extracting the dynamic birthmarks pays the effort only from defendant programs. Finally, we compare between the dynamic birthmarks reading from databases and extracted above.
Automatic Extraction of the Dynamic Birthmarks
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) is a programming paradigm that embeds the program code fragments [11] . The fragments are called cross-cutting concern and usually compose of common code (e.g. logging). Recently, AOP is used as the implementation of Dependency Injection (DI) [12] .
The target of the paper is the projects. A project has a set of target programs and a set of unit test codes. The target programs are the product codes of the project. Therefore, we extract the dynamic birthmarks from the target programs by weaving the extracting codes with AOP and execute unit tests. Then, the dynamic birthmarks are extracted through the weaved codes. Now, the below of the section describes the notation of the proposed method. At first, let R be a project, P = {p 1 , p 2 ,..., p n } be a set of product codes, and T = {t 1 is the dynamic birthmarks for the proposed method.
Comparing the Dynamic Birthmarks
The different input generally generates the different birthmark, as mentioned in Section 3.1. However, it is hard to unify the inputs for the different projects. Because the format of inputs generally differs. Therefore, this paper does not unify the inputs for the projects, uses the unit test codes as the raw inputs. Moreover, the proposed method extracts several birthmarks, since a project has several test codes.
In other words, the two projects R x = {P x , T x } and R y = {P y , T y } are given, the birthmarks are extracted as B x 
. Then, m x × m y matrix is generated by comparing between every pair of birthmarks. Besides, each birthmark in B is denoted as Then, we consider m(B x , B y ) to the cost matrix, and apply maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithms [13] . Next, we find pairs in order to be the maximum value among all possible matchings. Finally, the similarity between B x and B y are the average value of the pairs [14] .
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The Target Project in the Experiment
This paper evaluates the proposed method focuses on the extraction cost and the credibility and resilience performances shown in the definition. For this, we compare the dynamic birthmarks extracted from OSS projects. The evaluation exploits three categories, three projects, and four version products (3 categories × 3 projects × 4 versions = 36 products). Besides, the categories are libraries for command lines, JSON, and CSV. Each category and project are chosen by the number of stars. Note that, in this paper, a product means a corresponding executable, and its product source and unit test codes. The products are distinguished by its name and version. Also, a project is a set of products in the same name and different versions. Table 1 shows the target projects in the experiments and Table 2 shows their metrics. The columns of Table 2 are that Version, |P|, |T|, C0, C1, and Release shows product versions, the number of product code files, number of test methods, statement coverage (C0), branch coverage (C1), and release year, respectively. The coverages of almost product increased by updating versions. 
Extracting the Dynamic Birthmarks with AOP
In the experiments, EXEFREQ dynamic birthmark was used, which represents frequencies of method calls [4] . In the definition of EXEFREQ, the system libraries are given. Therefore, we set the packages starts with java and javax in the standard API in Java 1 as the system libraries 2 .
We developed the aspect code shown in Fig. 3 for AspectJ 1.8.10 3 , and weaved it to the product codes of the target products. Then, 1 https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/ 2 The standard API in Java includes other packages (e.g., org.w3c.dom, and etc.), however, we omitted them for easy to understand in this paper. 3 https://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/ In the evaluation, we assume that the product in different version is stolen. Therefore, the same products in different version expect to have high similarities. Also, the similarities among different projects should be low. Figure 3 is the aspect code for extracting EXEFREQ. In the proposed method, the code of Fig. 3 is weaved into the product codes and runs the unit tests for extracting EXEFREQ dynamic birthmarks.
In the code of Fig. 3 , at first, the shutdown hook of JVM is registered in the constructor to output the extracted birthmarks. Next, the names of the test method are stored at beforeTest method, and the resultant birthmarks are outputted at afterTest method with the name of the test method. Then, since EXEFREQ is the frequencies of the called methods, beforeWeave method stores the called method into List. Finally, in output method, the registered called methods are converted to the frequencies by toFreq method and outputted by formatting by formatForOutput method. Note that, Fig. 3 collects thread id since the EXEFREQ birthmarks are collected for each thread from the definition [4] .
Evaluation of Performance for the Dynamic Birthmarks
This experiment evaluates the accuracy of the proposed method in the aspect of the two properties shown in Section 2.1. Tables  3-5 show the results of comparing among products by the proposed method. The first and the next column of each table represent project names and their versions. Also, the first and next row also show the project names and their versions. The following rows and columns represent the similarities between corresponding versions of projects. In Tables 3-5 , the bold font shows the similarities are greater than 0.75 which is the typical value of e. Moreover, the similarities of the grayed pairs were under 0.25 (1-e) in the same project.
The similarities between the latest version and the next recent version of each project were greater than 0.8 and were higher than the other pairs. Additionally, the similarities in grayed cells were under 0.25, mean the pair were not similar, even if it paired in the same project. Then, we investigated the differences among products, shown in Table 6 . The columns show project name, compared from, and to. The columns labeled P c , P u , P a , P d are the number of product code files with exact matches, updates, additions, and deletions, respectively. Note that, additions and deletions mean that the files exist only in to or from. The ratio column is the percentage of the exact match between versions, calculated by P P P P P The ratio columns between the latest and the next recent version are greater than 0.8 in all products. The results illustrate that the similarities from the recent versions by the proposed method were certainly high.
On the other hand, the similarities among different projects were generally low, the max value was 0.355, which between Args4j 2.0.31 and Commons CLI 1.2. The results mean that the proposed method can distinguish the independent projects.
5 https://www.gnu.org/software/diffutils/
Evaluation of Cost for Extracting the Dynamic Birthmarks
The experiment evaluates the cost of extraction for the dynamic birthmarks by the proposed method. Figure 4 shows that the flowchart depicts differences between the proposed method and conventional method. The dynamic birthmarks are extracted from runtime behavior of the programs, therefore, extracting them must run the programs. For running the programs, it requires the inputs. Hence, we must understand the target programs for preparing the inputs in the conventional methods. Additionally, the dynamic birthmarks are sensitively changed by the given inputs. Because different inputs perform different control flow in the program. Extracting the characteristics of the whole programs requires the multiple inputs. Therefore, the cost to prepare the inputs is generally high.
On the other hand, understanding the programs does not require with the proposed method. Since the coverages by the test codes usually high in the mature projects, the proposed method can extract the characteristics of the whole programs. Therefore, the cost of extracting the dynamic birthmark with the proposed method are generally low than the conventional methods. 
CONCLUSION
This paper aims to extract the dynamic birthmarks beforehand for reducing the total time of the birthmarking process. For this, the proposed method focuses on the unit tests in a project, and OSS projects as plaintiff programs. We weave an aspect code for extracting the target birthmarks to the product codes, then the birthmarks are extracted by running the unit tests.
In the experiments, the two properties of the birthmarks were evaluated, credibility and resilience performance. In the same project, the similarities between most recent two versions were greater than 0.8. On the other hand, the similarities among different projects were generally low, less than 0.355. Additionally, we compared the cost of extracting the birthmarks between the conventional method and the proposed method, the proposed method can reduce the extraction cost.
In our further works, we will conduct scaling up of experiments, implement extraction aspect code for other types of birthmarks, and evaluate the quality of birthmarks extracted by the proposed method.
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